In this study, an improved method for calculating the effective delayed neutron fraction of a core with a few collapsed energy groups has been developed. To accurately calculate the effective delayed neutron fraction of a core using the conventional method, a structure with several energy groups is needed for the fast energy region in order to reflect the difference in the fission spectra for prompt fission neutrons and delayed neutrons. On the other hand, a structure with only a few energy groups is needed for the criticality evaluation.
Introduction
The accuracy of the effective delayed neutron fraction is important because it is a measure of reactivity. For example, the inhour equation is written as follows: The value of reactivity is almost proportional to the value of the effective delayed neutron fraction. Even if the reactor period can be estimated without error, the measured reactivity (e.g., the control rod worth) has the same relative error as the effective delayed neutron fraction. Thus, it should be possible to estimate the effective delayed neutron fraction with the same high accuracy as that of the criticality measurement.
In general, the core calculation requires a few energy groups for the criticality estimation. Particularly for a thermal reactor, a structure with 2 energy groups is sufficient to obtain an accurate multiplication factor. On the other hand, for the effective delayed neutron fraction, a structure with several energy groups has been needed for the fast energy region in order to reflect the difference in the fission spectra for prompt fission neutrons and delayed neutrons. For example, there is a precedent for employing an energy group number of 12 1) to treat the delayed neutron fission spectrum. If the effective delayed neutron fraction calculation can be performed with sufficient accuracy using a structure with only a few energy groups, the core calculation cost, which is basically proportional to the energy group number, will be reduced to less than half.
In the present study, the error mechanism for the delayed neutron fraction was elucidated and an improved method was proposed and demonstrated numerically. In Section 2, the error mechanism for the delayed neutron fraction calculation is described. In Section 3, the improved method is proposed. First, a method is proposed for collapsing the fission spectrum after the cell calculations with an adjoint flux weighting. Second, a method is proposed for collapsing the adjoint flux that is needed for collapsing the fission spectrum and the weighting value for the collapse of the adjoint flux is discussed. In Section 4, numerical demonstrations are presented using the conventional and proposed methods.
In addition, energy groups structures were set as outlined below. A structure with fine energy groups was used for the cell calculations and could also be used for the core calculations. The number of energy groups was approximately 100 or more. A structure with a few energy groups was used for the core calculation, which was determined only for the criticality. The number of energy groups was approximately 2-5. A structure with several energy groups was used for the core calculation to accurately estimate the effective delayed neutron fraction. The energy group structure was fine in the fast energy group to treat the difference in the spectra for the prompt and delayed fission neutrons. The number of energy groups was approximately 6-15.
Conventional Procedure for Calculating the Effective Delayed Neutron Fraction and its Error Mechanism
In general, to estimate the effective delayed neutron fraction, the following definition The bracket notation indicates an inner product that corresponds to an integral over the entire energy and space. The denominator represents the total neutron importance for the neutron generated by the fission reactions in the entire core. The numerator represents the delayed neutron importance for the neutron generated by fission reactions in the entire core. Thus, the delayed neutron fraction represents the fraction of the importance of the delayed neutron generation to that of the total neutron generation.
The concrete calculation procedure for the numerator and denominator is commonly described as follows:
where : Macroscopic cross section.
For multi-group theory, the adjoint flux, fission spectrum, macroscopic cross section and flux are energy vectors. To estimate the right hand side of Eq.(4), the inner product of the adjoint flux and the fission spectrum and the inner product of the macroscopic cross section and the flux are estimated first. Second, the product of the two inner products is estimated. Finally, the products are integrated for the entire core space. In general, the production of the inner product of the macroscopic cross section and the flux is not estimated directly using cell calculations. The inner product is estimated in the core calculations using the macroscopic cross section collapsed by the flux of the cell calculations. In the same manner, the fission spectrum must be collapsed by the adjoint flux of the cell calculations in order to preserve the inner product in the core calculations.
The spectra of the prompt fission neutrons and the delayed neutrons of 235 U are shown in Figure. 1 . A difference appears mainly in the fast energy region. Therefore, the energy group structure in the fast energy region must be divided into several groups for the core calculations in order to use the conventional method. To improve the accuracy of the core calculations with a structure consisting only a few energy groups, the error mechanism must be elucidated for the conventional method.
In general, the criticality calculation for the reactor is divided into two parts, cell calculations and core calculations. The cell calculations are performed to provide the cross section for the core calculations. The procedure for performing the criticality calculations in the SRAC 2) representative neutronic calculation code system is described below.
First, the cell calculations based on the integral neutron transport theory 3) are performed, and the effective cross sections and the flux in each region are estimated. At this stage, the energy group structure is a fine energy group structure. Second, with the homogenized effective macroscopic cross sections generated using the cross sections and the flux obtained in the first step, the one-point calculation of the P1/B1 equation 4) is performed to treat the leakage effect with buckling when the leakage effect cannot be treated directly in the cell calculations. Using the flux obtained with the P1/B1 point calculation, the cross sections are collapsed to a structure with only a few or several energy groups. The fission spectra of total neutrons and delayed neutrons are also collapsed.
After the cell calculations, the core calculations are performed using the macroscopic cross sections generated using the cell calculations. The criticality calculations are performed for the forward and adjoint problems. The effective delayed neutron fraction is then calculated according to Eq. (3) using the forward and adjoint fluxes obtained using the core calculations.
For the cross section, the collapse is performed with flux weighting. In the collapse procedure, the reaction rate is conserved if the spectra based on the cell calculations agree with that based on the core calculation for each region. However, the products of the adjoint flux and the fission spectra, which include the fission spectra of the total neutrons and the delayed neutrons, are not conserved because the collapse of the fission spectra is performed only by summation of the energy groups without adjoint flux weighting after the cell calculations. To conserve the neutron importance for the fission spectra, the fission spectra must be collapsed by the adjoint flux of the cell calculations, as mentioned above. However, Therefore, collapse of the fission spectra without adjoint flux weighting causes a large error in the effective delayed neutron fraction when a structure consisting of only a few energy groups is used.
Improved Method for Calculating the Effective Delayed Neutron Fraction

Theory and Procedure
In the conventional procedure, the collapse of the fission spectra without adjoint flux weighting after the P1/B1 calculation causes an error in the effective delayed neutron fraction.
Therefore, to improve the conventional procedure, the adjoint flux must be used for collapsing the fission spectra as mentioned in Section 2. The procedure is described below. The fission spectrum represents the fission spectrum of the total neutrons and that of the delayed neutrons.
To collapse the fission spectrum, it is necessary that the adjoint flux should also be collapsed as follows:
where : Adjoint flux of the i-th energy group for the fine energy group structure, : Adjoint flux of the j-th energy group for the collapsed energy group structure, : Fission spectrum of the i-th energy group for the fine energy group structure and : Fission spectrum of the j-th energy group for the collapsed energy group structure.
The collapsed energy group structure represents a structure with only a few or several energy groups.
The adjoint flux must also be averaged by the extensive values in order to be collapsed, as described in Section 2. There are several candidates for the extensive values, for example, the flux, the fission spectrum of the total neutrons, the prompt neutron spectrum, the delayed neutron spectrum and so on. In the present study, the flux obtained from cell calculations was Using Eq. (5) for the fission spectrum collapse, the inner product of the adjoint flux and the fission spectrum with a collapsed energy group structure conserves the inner product for the fine energy group structure as follows:
where : Inner product of the collapsed adjoint flux and the collapsed fission spectrum, : Inner product of the the adjoint flux of the fine energy group structure and the fission spectrum of the fine energy group structure.
From Eqs. (5) and (7), the inner product with the collapsed energy group structure agrees with the inner product with the fine energy group structure. If there is no discrepancy in the neutron spectra for the cell and core calculations, for example, the spectra completely coincide, the error in the effective delayed neutron fraction will be completely eliminated by this treatment.
In addition, the collapsed fission spectrum weighted by the adjoint flux can be applied only for calculations with adjoint flux weighting, such as the effective delayed neutron calculation, because the collapse conserves the inner product of the adjoint flux and the fission spectrum for the fine energy groups structure. Thus, the summation of the weighted fission spectrum does not always coincide with unity and cannot be applied to the multiplication factor calculation.
Calculation Code: Model and Conditions
The error in the effective delayed neutron fraction using the conventional method and the effect of the proposed method have been confirmed through numerical demonstration. A typical PWR model was employed for the calculations. The cell calculation model is shown in Figure 2 . To generate the cross sections for the core calculations, the SRAC-PIJ module, which is a collision probability method code, was employed with the evaluated nuclear data library JENDL-3.3 5) . For the calculations using the SRAC-PIJ module, the neutron slowing down calculation with an ultra fine energy group structure was performed using the PEACO module. With these modules, the fuel cell lattice calculation was performed. After the neutron slowing down calculation, the P1/B1 point calculation was performed with geometrical buckling for the entire core region. The adjoint P1/B1 point calculation was also performed using the module developed in the present study. The collapse was performed in the same manner as described in Section 3.1.
After the cell calculations, the core calculations were performed using the model shown in Figure 3 . The core has three regions: fuel 1 region, fuel 2 region, and the reflector region. Fuel 1 region was assigned to the center region, while fuel 2 region, which had a lower uranium enrichment than fuel 1 region, was assigned to the outer region. The uranium enrichments were 3.2 wt% and 2.1 wt% for fuel 1 and fuel 2 regions, respectively. The fuel cell pitch was 1.26 cm, the fuel rod radius was 0.475cm, and the pellet radius was 0.410 cm.
The reflector region was assigned to the region outside of fuel 2 region. The core calculations were performed using a 1/8 symmetric core geometry with the reflective boundary condition for the central surface of the core and a vacuum boundary condition for the outer side of the core. The core height was 300 cm and the equivalent core radius was 150 cm. The criticality calculation and the effective delayed neutron calculation were performed using SRAC-CITATION, which is a neutron diffusion calculation code. The module for the effective delayed neutron calculation was modified in order to implement the method proposed in Section 3.1. The neutron energy group structures are shown in Table 1 . There Fig. 2 and 3 were three types of neutron energy group structures. The 107 group structure was the fine energy group structure, while the 2 group structure was a practical energy group structure for the criticality calculations and was set as the structure with only a few energy groups. The 6 group structure was used for the effective delayed neutron fraction calculation using the conventional method. The fast group was divided into five groups in order to treat the delayed neutron spectrum. This division was determined in order to obtain an accurate effective delayed neutron fraction and was set as the structure with several energy groups. The four separators in Figure 1 correspond to this division.
Calculation Results and Discussion
The effective delayed neutron fraction and the multiplication factor calculated using conventional calculations with the three energy group structures are shown in Table 2 . The relative error was estimated by comparing these values with the values obtained when using the 107 groups structure. The error in the effective delayed neutron fraction with the 2 groups structure was large (approximately 2.6%), while that with the 6 groups structure was negligible (approximately 0.02%). On the other hand, the error in the criticality was nearly the same for the two energy groups structures.
The calculation with the proposed method was also performed using the two energy group structures. The adjoint flux spectra based on the B1 point calculations are shown in Figure 4 . The adjoint flux was used for the collapse. The collapsed fission spectra are shown in Table 3 . Those with the proposed method are less than unity because the collapse was performed with adjoint flux weighting. The accuracy of the effective delayed neutron fraction was then compared with that obtained using the conventional method, as shown in Table 4 .
The large error of approximately 2.6% was reduced to approximately 0.2% using the same 2 energy groups structure by employing the improved method. In general, an accuracy of 0.2% is good enough when compared to the measurement error for the counting rate, which is approximately 0.5-1.0% at 1σ 6) . The proposed method can thus reduce the error by collapsing Table 1 the fission spectrum and the adjoint flux weighting. The summation of the total fission spectrum was approximately 0.985 and the summation of the delayed neutron spectrum was approximately 0.960. The summation of the fission spectrum of the delayed neutrons was smaller than that of the total neutrons by approximately 2.5%. This effect reduces the error.
The peak in the fission spectrum for the prompt neutrons, which was nearly the same as that in the fission spectrum of the total neutrons, was above 1 MeV. On the other hand, that of the delayed neutron was under 1 MeV, as shown in Figure 1 . The adjoint flux, which was used for the collapse of the fission spectrum, has a large value above 1 MeV owing to the fission threshold reaction. It was also numerically confirmed that nearly all of the errors were generated from the collapse of the fission spectrum without the adjoint flux weighting in the cell calculations, and it was demonstrated that the accuracy can be improved using the proposed method.
Conclusions
The effective delayed neutron fraction is a measure for the reactivity and proportional to it. Thus, the error in the effective delayed neutron fraction directly propagates to the measured reactivity. Therefore the error should be reduced to the same level as that of the measured criticality.
To improve the accuracy, the error mechanism for the effective delayed neutron fraction calculation was elucidated for the conventional method. It was found that the error is caused by a lack of conservation of the product of the fission spectrum and the adjoint flux, because the fission spectra are collapsed after cell calculations without adjoint flux weighting.
Moreover, it was proposed that the adjoint flux collapse method requires the collapse of the fission spectrum, and an adjoint P1/B1 point calculation module was developed. Using the proposed method, the error in the effective delayed neutron fraction was reduced from 2.6%
to enough accurate value of 0.2% with the same 2 energy groups structure for a typical PWR core calculation. The core design can be accomplished using a structure with only a few Table 3 Fission spectra based on the conventional and proposed methods * "Delayed" stands for "Delayed neutron precursor group" Development of an improved method for calculating the effective delayed neutron fraction of a core using a structure with only a few collapsed energy groups Development of an improved method for calculating the effective delayed neutron fraction of a core using a structure with only a few collapsed energy groups 
